Introduction
Stochastic processes with infinitely many interacting particles have been successfully used to model systems in such a variety of fields as in physics, chemistry, population genetics, economy, .*. . , as well as to obtain discrete approximations for PDE's.
Numerical analysis and computer simulations are often the main tools for such investigations, since a mathematically rigorous study is in many cases hopeless. In computer simulations one looks at sample paths of the particles and measures time averages of observables (functions) of interest to deduce the equilibrium properties of the system (equilibrium averages of the functions). This procedure, which may present serious difficulties, is based on the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. Important improvements are the so-called pointwise ergodic theorems, giving sufficient conditions on an initial configuration for the convergence of the time averages for almost all realizations of the process starling from that particular conjigurution.
In [S] this
was studied in the context of the contact process; [2] and [l] treat the symmetric simple exclusion process.
We shall consider only the one dimensional symmetric simple exclusion process with nearest neighbour jumps (SEP), but more general symmetric simple exclusion processes can be treated similarly. Given r] E XdAf{O, 1)' we let P,, denote the law of the SEP starting at 77 at time zero, and E, denotes the corresponding expectation.
As it is well know P,, can always be constructed in the Skorohod space fi = D([O, +a), X). We refer to [6] for basic facts about the SEP, and we shall use the same notation as in [4] . In particular n(x, t) denotes the occupation number (0 or 1) at site x, at time t. We also denote by u,, the product measure on X with v,{ 7: 17 (x) = 1) = p for all x E Z. Finally if p is a probability measure on X we let P, = j p (dq) P, be the law of the SEP when n(. , 0) is distributed according to r_~. Let us start by recalling the following: 
S,5(~)=5(y+x)forally), andAx, t)=&(v(x, t)).
Namely if t in eq. (1.3) is large then the time average is essentially given by an equilibrium average, which depends on 'when' (i.e. on t) and 'where' (i.e. on x) the observable is located. In fact, {v,,, p E [0, 11) is the collection of all the extremal invariant (equilibrium) measures for the symmetric simple exclusion process, (cf. [6] for instance). To complete the hydrodynamical picture of the symmetric simple exclusion process one needs to find the equations solved by p(x, t). It is easy to see, cf. [3] , that there is a C" function q(r, t) such that lim sup(q(x, t) -p(x, t)l= 0, I-co XEL (1.4) and which solves the equation
;s(r, t)=i$q(r, t).
(1.5)
In this sense one can conclude that the hydrodynamical behavior of the symmetric simple exclusion process is described by a linear diffusive equation. To evidentiate the collective phenomena described so far one usually improves the statistics of his experiments by taking also space averages and by choosing a random configuration according to some suitable distribution, which simulates the initial macroscopic profile. A theoretical frame for such considerations can again be established (at a rigorous level) in the case of the symmetric simple exclusion process. For this, we assume a family of initial measures p"', e E (0, 1). For each E, p ' is a product probability measure on X and
for all XE Z, where q is a @' function from R to [0, l] (the initial macroscopic profile) with bounded derivative. We denote by 9(c, /3; y), y E Z, the space interval
We then have the following theorem: . .'
To complete the picture we again recall the well known fact that for any r and T, Remark. We can relax these assumptions by assuming some mixing condition on pF and by taking more general density profiles q(r), but we shall not discuss here such extensions.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We fix 7 E X. It is enough to prove that for any 0 < LY < 1, for any n 2 1, for any k > 1, and any set x, , . . . , xk of mutually distinct sites lim sup tP t-+=,rcz /T ,+,,
In fact since (Y is positive and t" diverges, the restriction that t is in 2 becomes unimportant.
By From simple comparison between E, (7 (x + x,, t)) and E, ( r] (x, t)) using equation (2.11) below, and the Chebichev inequality one readily sees that the statement implies (2.1), and hence it proves Theorem 1.2. We shall prove (2.2) with r=min{i,$n,$(l -a)}.
We use Fubini's theorem to rewrite the left hand side of (2.2) as
We fix tcs,S...Sss,,ct+t" and then we use duality, cf. [4] and references quoted in, to compute the E, expectation.
The dual process is the following: there are k particles which start at time 0 (in the dual process we reverse the time so that time 0 corresponds to sZN in the original process). The k particles are at the sites x,, . . . , xk and move like stirring particles for a time equal to sZN -.Q~-, Let Yl?..., yk be their position at such time. We then consider particles starting from XI,..., XI, Yl,..., y, (if yi = xi for some i and j we only consider one particle starting from x,). We let all these particles move, like stirring particles, for a time SZN-I -sZNPZ. We iterate such a procedure till we reach a total time equal to sZN -s, , Let xc'), j = 1, . . . , ZN, be the position at this last time of the particles starting from x, , . . . , xk at the 'dual' time SIN -sj. We then need to evaluate
where the average E refers to the dual process of the variables x's described above.
We fix 7 = t"'* and we consider the times s,, i = 1, . . . ,2N, such that (s, -Si_tll> 7.
We shall call the labels of these times free. The label i is superfree if it is free and X(I) n x(j) = 0 vj # i.
Notice that being superfree is random since it depends on the dual process. In the sequel we shall see that the E, expectation in (2.5) gives a contribution which goes like tP", if M is the number of superfree labels. The proof of (2.2) will then be completed by proving that (1) the probability (in the dual process) that there are L free labels which are not superfree goes like tmyL and that (2) 
Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1 of [4] : first notice that if j is superfree then xij' # xi"' if (j, i) # (j', i') so that v(xIj)) appears only once in each product. Take then a j which is superfree and write
and then expand the products and substract the term nF= 1 E, (7 (x!j), s,) ). We obtain a sum of terms. In each of them there is at least one factor of the type rl(x:", s,) -E,Mx:", ~111 (2.9) for some i E { 1, . . . , k}. By repeating this procedure for all the superfree labels we get a sum of terms where in each of them there is a product of at least M factors of the type ~(xjj', si) -E, [ Proof. This is a consequence of simple estimates on single random walks: in fact, using duality,
YfZ
where GT~(X + v) is the probability for a unit rate symmetric n.n random walk which starts from x to be at y at time s. From this the lemma easily follows. 0
The term x$j)--x, is estimated as follows: Proof. We know from [3] and [4] that if x(t) and x"(t) denote respectively the position of n stirring particles and n independent random walks and assuming that x(0) =x"(O), then for any /I > a there are constants c3 and bi so that
The Lemma is then reduced to an estimate for independent random walks and is easily proven. 0
We choose ~'>;a and such that i-y'> y, with y as in (2.3). Then in the complement of a set of probability c2 exp[ -b, t v'pa'2] the bound in (2.10) goes like t ". By the previous lemmas we then have a contribution coming from A4 superfree labels which goes like tCyM. Next we estimate the probability of having k free labels which are not superfree. where x, is the position at time s of a random walk which starts at time 0 from x and c5 is a suitable constant. (2.14) is a straight consequence of lemma 4.12 of [6] . From (2.14) the estimate in (2.13) easily follows. 
